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The Maytrix Group
• Specialisations in food and 

beverage consulting and 
cultural planning

• Working with business, 
government and arts and 
cultural organisations

• Project environments 
include major cultural 
precincts and venues, 
universities, hospitals, civic 
facilities

• Our team has a thorough 
understanding of arts, 
cultural and leisure 
environments and current 
hospitality trends 



Business Review and Strategy
The Maytrix Group provides high level 
planning frameworks to ensure complex 
operations benefit from a clear strategic 
vision, enabling long term commercial 
success. Our approach focuses on 
thorough analysis of commercial and 
situational factors to inform a robust, 
customised strategy.

Cultural Precincts & Placemaking
Our team works with diverse 
stakeholders to deliver an integrated, 
human-focused approach to placemaking 
informed by extensive analysis. We have 
assisted in planning and ongoing support 
for many of Australia’s most recognisable
cultural precincts and gathering spaces.

What we do



What we do
Feasibility & Business Case
The Maytrix Group provide business and 
market testing to ensure viable 
commercial frameworks to support 
sustainable long term business solutions. 
We balance design and business acumen 
with user-centered insights, ensuring 
meaningful and lasting outcomes.

Masterplanning & Facilities Design
We focus on project management 
processes to address critical business 
objectives and strategic priorities for 
stakeholders of master and facilities 
planning projects, and can liaise directly 
with your architects and designers to 
ensure an integrated approach.



What we do
Retail & Commercial Strategy
The Maytrix Group can help you to 
develop successful food and retail 
concepts and solutions, which effectively 
meet market demand. We ensure 
commercially and operationally 
sustainable solutions by assessing 
consumer expectations and market trends 
and developing innovative products that 
ensure competitive market presence.

Tender Strategy & Management
The Maytrix Group provide pre tender 
analysis and contract benchmarking 
processes to qualify operational and 
commercial aspirations and inform the 
appropriate procurement method for the 
food service industry that will clearly 
articulate stakeholder objectives.
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Overview of operating models & trends
• Fully outsource - lease, 

licence, partnership
• Fully in-source –

governance considerations
• Caterer on management 

fee contract
• Hybrid - part in-source, 

part outsource
Emerging:
• Fully outsource -

partnership
• Joint venture with a 

catering company



Model characteristics, benefits & constraints
• Key characteristics of models 

shape preferences for 
organisation and for operator

• Determination of model is 
informed by:
• Objectives for the contract –

Commercial and operational 
outcomes, relationship desired

• Alignment of need to best fit 
model/ understand benefits and 
constraints

• Understanding the role of the 
caterer in business delivery

• Existing supply agreements



Define your needs - Determining the best fit
• Different venues/ types of venues/ location 

of venues  have different requirements – no 
‘one size fits all’

• Size and complexity of catering operations
• Existing infrastructure-is there an option for 

multiple providers
• Level of control over product, pricing, 

service standards, access for periods 
• Level of integration of operations/contract 

admin required/ available by the venue
• Future proofing-break, relocation, other 

considerations
• Existing supply agreements
• Commercial requirements:

• Level of investment/rent required
• Duration of contract term
• Disclosure of revenue



Full in-sourcing
Benefits
• Profit retained by venue
• Alignment of values, quality, service levels 

venue-wide/ Venue-wide policy buy-in
• Leverage resources across different 

business areas 

Considerations
• Fully resourced in house
• In house IP-Need to build inhouse 

resources and competencies, systems –
cost and time

• Relevant award- can you be competitive 
with other venues

• Relies on consistent demand to be cost 
effective- need to scale operations, 
mitigate risks (service/ cost etc) with 
casual staffing, other costs

• Needs good controls and monitoring
• Risk resides with venue



Full outsourcing (License/Lease)
License Benefits
• KPIs and reporting with contract  

enforcement > operational control 
(policies, procedures, product and service 
quality)

• Base + % rent  with turnover disclosure
License Considerations
• Limited capital, assumes at least partial fit 

out by landlord
Lease Benefits
• Guaranteed rent, usually fixed based on 

market rent with review periods. May be 
base plus%. Operating costs by operator

• Capital – typically assume full/ partial 
investment fit out

Lease Considerations
• Limited control-Difficult to enforce 

standards, assignment, disclosure
• Limited venue engagement with operator



Hybrid - part in-source, part outsource
Benefits
• Leverages IP, resources of caterer for 

some aspects of business
• Common to PACs - i.e. internal  

operation of Bar, outsource other 
catering operations

• Provides venue with control over key 
service interface

• May provide increased profit

Considerations
• Assumes adequate infrastructure 

demand to sustain multiple models- ie
kitchen, stores, deliveries

• Assumes sustainable demand
• Requires management and skills for 

in-house and contract management



Partnership Model
Taronga Zoo/ Melbourne Cricket 
Ground
• Contract framework largely based on a 

Licence Agreement but reframes 
contract governance

• Profit share at agreed percentage
• May include minimum annual guarantee 

(rent) and capital by Operator
• Governance framework for planning, 

investment and expenditure
Benefits
• Venue and caterer work cooperatively to 

drive growth and return
• Leverage IP, database, resources of 

caterer
• Leverages caterer supply agreements to 

negotiate increased rebates
• No supplier conflicts
• Increased return/control to both parties 

while controlling risk to venue



Joint Venture
Twickenham Stadium / Kia Oval
• UK venues, not yet adopted in Australia
• JV recognises and attributes value to asset 

and all operations
• Operator acquires % of attributed contract 

value (buy-in). Shared costs and profits of 
total operation

• No contract review periods, contract re-
finance periods. Business is revalued and top 
up equity provided

• Transforms relationship -venue and operator 
are fully invested in/ working on the business

Benefits
• Venue and caterer operate as partners, 

proactively engaged in driving growth and 
return

• Leverages caterer supply agreements to 
negotiate increased rebates / no supplier 
conflicts

• Leverages IP, database, resources of caterer
• Increased return/control to both parties



Other Considerations
Supply agreement impacts
• Most common categories - cold 

beverages, alcoholic beverage (by 
category), coffee, ice cream

• Provide $/other benefits to the venue 
but may impact margins for the 
operator. Impact is variable

• Benefits include product in kind, 
sponsorship, rebates

• Agreements generally exclude pricing 
framework

Inform yourself - be aware of 
potential contract conflicts
• Consider alternative contract options
• Align contract terms- catering/ supply 

rights
• Options to lodge application for 

dispensation



Benefits of getting it right
• Positive and cooperative 

relationship with catering partner
• Alignment of venue / delivery 

aspirations-service, product, 
pricing

• Balanced commercial outcome-
Investment, rent, tenure

• Informed contract management
• Retention of existing supply 

agreements
• Effective planning for short and 

long term horizon



Summary
Determine the best model 
through:
• Understanding the 

characteristics, benefits 
& constraints of different 
operating models

• Defining your needs
• Consider other impacts 

i.e. supply/ other 
contracts, future 
requirements

• Engage good advice
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